A combined numerical and experimental investigation is performed on the fundamental aspects of tip vortex formation and convection mechanisms for a two bladed rotor. The paper is focused on identifying similarities and differences in the near wake fields caused by blade tip geometry modification . Two different configurations are investigated. The first one corresponds to a square blade tip while the second one corresponds to a rounded blade tip cap. PIV measurements of the crossflow velocities around the forming tip vortex were performed for a forward flight regime characterized by a 0.1 advance ratio. RANS simulations of the rotor flow were conducted for the same rotor configurations as used in the experimental tests but considering only the hover regime. Both experimental and numerical tests confirm that there is a qualitative difference in the tip vortex formation and evolution between the square blade tip and rounded blade tip configurations. This qualitative change is shown in the velocity distributions measured and computed around and downstream of the tip. It is explained by the differences in the flow separation identified for the two configurations.
Introduction
A limited understanding of the physics of the flow around a helicopter blade, and in particular of the flow related to the rotor wake and the tip vortex, exists despite research efforts spanning more than twenty years. The complexity of rotor flow represents a real challenge for advanced helicopter design within the context of the current state-of-the-art. The process of capturing and modeling the rotor wake structure poses significant difficulties to both experimental and numerical approaches. Experimental accuracy in measuring the evolution of tip vortex structures is constrained by the limitations of the Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) techniques. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results are questionable with regard to their capability to capture the tip vortex due to the numerical diffusion and the lack of grid resolution. The currently limited understanding of the physics of formation, growth and decay of the tip vortex makes it more difficult to establish how reliable the numerical results can be. Additionally, the manner of flow field data post-processing is limited by the difficulty of establishing pertinent criteria to distinguish certain physical features. However, one advantage of CFD analysis is its capability of capturing the data in the entire surrounding flow. The processing and interpretation of data based on already established theoretical concepts can help enrich the understanding of the physics underlying this complex rotor flow. A common post processing and data interpretation of experimental and numerical results is adopted in this paper in order to identify fundamental changes in the phenomenological flow behavior caused by the tip shape. The effects of the blade tip cap geometry are shown in this paper based on (1) LDV and PIV measurements for a two bladed rotor in forward flight at an advance ratio of 0.1 and a Mach tip number of 0.3 and (2) numerical simulations using the Transonic Unsteady Rotor Navier-Stokes (TURNS) solver for the same rotor configuration but in hover flight with the same Mach tip number as used in the experimental tests. The objective of this paper it is not to directly compare and validate the experimental data with numerical predictions but to investigate the qualitative differences in the tip vortex formation due the tip cap geometry shown experimentally and numerically.
During the last decade, several experiments investigating the effects of a square tip versus a rounded tip on the tip vortex formation and evolution were conducted for both fixed wings and rotary wings. However, a consistent conclusion was not yet reached, and the changes induced by tip cap shape in the tip vortex formation mechanism, dynamics of the roll-up, and the overall influence on the far wake are still an open research subject. At the beginning of the 1990s, McAlister and Takahashi [1] conducting a detailed experimental analysis on NACA0015 fixed wing, suggested that the rounded tip has an immediate effect on the tip vortex rollup although this effect appeared to diminish further downstream. The main cause of the differences in the near wake velocity measurements was indicated to be that, for a square tip, an early flow separation near the lateral mid plane occurs near the leading edge of the wing, distorting the primary vortex which forms further downstream on the suction surface. This distortion was identified at 10% of the chord behind the leading edge in both streamwise and swirl velocity components by the existence of distinct velocity peaks in the outboard region instead of the typical smooth velocity profiles. Four chords downstream this distortion in the velocity profiles could not be identified anymore. In 1997, Leishman and his collaborators [2] [3] [4] suggested that the tip cap geometry did not have the same influence for the rotor case as in the fixed-wing case. Their measurements for a hovering rotor indicated very little differences in the swirl velocity profiles caused by the tip cap shape. Furthermore, one of the conclusions was that the tip vortex circulation and diffusion rate are essentially independent of the blade tip shape. These measurements claimed turbulent diffusion as an explanation for a sharp drop in measured tip vortex strength; however the basis of this claim is open to question. The current study shows that consistent differences can be identified in the near wake due to the tip cap shape, and are confirmed by first-principles computation.
Experimental analyses based on the LDV measurements of the vortex formation process and vortex evolution were conducted by Mahalingam [5] and Wong [6] . Their results were summarized and explained in Ref. 7 . It was found that during the formation of the tip vortex, a shear layer comes from the blade tip over the upper surface. This shear layer is sensitive to blade geometry details. A region of strong wake-like axial velocity forms at the blade tip and moves over the tip, where the tip edge is squared off. Part of this shear layer rolls into the inboard sheet and is lost from the tip vortex near the trailing edge of the blade. This loss explains the discrepancy between the estimated bound circulation peak on the blade, and the measured value of tip vortex strength in the wake. The tip vortex circulation recovery factor, which is the ratio between tip vortex strength and bound circulation peak, is roughly 0.4 for square-tipped blades at subsonic tip Mach number. This, rather than any turbulent phenomena, explained the difference between the strength of the tip vortex and the peak blade bound circulation. It was also found that the size of the solid-body rotation region in the vortex core remains unchanged for a large vortex age while the outer shear layer grows in size. The growth rate of this shear layer depends on details of the blade surface geometry, and hence differs from one blade to another.
In the present paper, the velocities around the forming and evolving tip vortex were measured using PIV. These measurements were initially performed for the square tip rotor validated with the LDV data obtained by Mahalingam [5] and Wong [6] . Similar PIV measurements were then performed for the rounded tip rotor, whose geometry is identical to that of the square-tipped rotor except that the tip is now a half-body of revolution . These results were used in correlation with the numerical results in order to understand if there is a consistent change in the phenomenological flow behavior caused by the tip.
Previous Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) numerical tests were performed using a TURNS solver [8] [9] [10] in order to simulate the hover condition for a two-bladed rotor with solidity 0.106, collective pitch of 8 deg and a tip Mach number of 0.3. The rotor blade has NACA 0012 section, an aspect ratio of 6 and a rectangular planform with zero twist. This configuration corresponds to the rotor configuration, which has been experimentally tested by McAllister et al. in 1996 [11] . Numerical results obtained for the square blade tip case, compared with the available published experimental data [11] have shown good agreement in terms of estimated performance coefficients (C T _numeric=0.004949 and C Q numeric=0.000554 vs. C T experimental=0.005 and C Q experimental=0.0005). These former results, documented in Ref. [12] , indicated for the first time that differences in the rotor tip vortex formation between the rounded blade tip and square tip can be captured numerically. The numerical results presented in this paper were based on the similar RANS tests, which were conducted for the experimental rotor configuration described bellow.
Rotor Configuration
The experimental rotor configuration consists of a two bladed NACA 0015 rotor with a radius of 18'' and a chord of 3.375''. The collective pitch is set at 10°. The tests were performed in forward flight with an advance ratio of 0.1 and a nominal tip Mach number of 0.3. The rotor and the associated coordinate system used in this analysis are shown in Figure 1 . The geometry difference between the square blade tip and rounded blade tip is shown in Figure 2 . 
LDV Experimental/CFD correlations for a square blade tip
A qualitative comparison between LDV data [6] and the numerical results for the square blade tip was performed in order to identify significant qualitative aspects concerning the vortex near wake evolution. For the square blade tip, early separation leads to vortex formation immediately after the chord section corresponding to the airfoil maximum thickness. Behind the trailing edge, the experimental data indicated the existence of two different regions characterized by maximum local axial deficit in the streamwise velocity pattern. These regions indicate the existence of two regions of local low pressure characterizing the formation process for square tip configuration. This physical aspect captured experimentally [6] is confirmed numerically and is illustrated in Figure 3 by the comparison of the velocity patterns behind the trailing edge. The numerical data are represented in a similar manner as the experimental data to facilitate the comparison. Both representations indicate a similarity of the axial velocity distribution in the vortex core behind the trailing edge.
Another significant feature captured by numerical simulation is related to the asymmetry of the tip vortex core during the formation process and in the early stages of the roll-up that was already experimentally observed [5] [6] [7] 13] . Due to the elongated shape of the vortex, a twisting of the vortex core can be observed during the early stages of roll-up. In Figure 4 the flow patterns obtained experimentally [6] are represented in two x-planes located before and after the blade trailing edge. Shadowed ellipses are used to indicate the approximate shape of the vortex core. A similar phenomenon of rotation of these quasi-elliptical vortex cores will be further discussed and illustrated by the numerical results. This dynamic evolution of the quasi-elliptical was also observed and documented by McAllister [14] 
PIV Experimental/CFD correlations for the square and the rounded blade tips
Particle Image Velocimetry was performed near the square and rounded tip rotor . As previously mentioned, the experimental tests are performed for a forward flight at low advance ratio (0.1). While the numerical studies can so far only be performed in hover, the PIV had to be performed at the 180 deg azimuth (front) in forward flight. This is because it maximizes the residence time of seed particles in the measurement plane, and thus allows better resolution and accuracy of the velocity measurement. At the 90 degree position which might correspond better to the hover condition, the freestream component would convect seed particles rapidly across the measuring plane, posing a severe constraint on the spatial and temporal resolution of the measurements. This difference between the experimental and numerical conditions causes some discrepancy, which is discussed later. It should be noted that for the square-tipped blade, a database of LDV measurements exists, at both the 180 degree and 90 degree azimuth locations, permitting consistent interpretation of the features.
The tangential velocity measurements in the cross flow planes for both square and rounded blade tip are available for 180 deg to 197.5 deg azimuth which corresponds to 0 deg-17.5 deg tip vortex age. As a reference, the 0 deg vortex age is considered in the plane located a quarter-chord distance from the blade leading edge. A square tip vs. rounded tip comparison of the flow patterns is illustrated by the colored vorticity contours and cross flow velocity in the Figure 5 . These experimental results show that a strong vorticity region, associated with an early separation of flow around the square tip occurs laterally outboard, can be identified at 5 deg and 7.5 deg wake age. Vorticity colored contours indicate that this region seems to have a higher vorticity intensity that the values shown in the suction blade surface. Further downstream, an intense vorticity region, which is initiated laterally outboard, can be identified over the upper side corner of the square tip. This spread vorticity region is convected downstream forming the tip vortex which can be already identified at 17.5 deg azimuth. As a consequence of this early separation, the high vorticity region appears at 17.5 deg to not be singly compacted in the vortex core. These results are consistent with the previous results obtained by LDV and shown in Figure 2 where multiple distinct regions were identified in the axial velocity contours. Furthermore, these observations are in agreement with McAllister and Takahashi's conclusions regarding the fixed wing. By contrast, for the rounded blade tip the high intensity vorticity seems to appear initially on the upper blade side as shown at 5deg wake age. Further downstream, at 17.5 deg tip vortex age, the vortex core appears to be more concentrated being characterized by a compact high vorticity region. For both configurations, the results indicate a strong inboard flow on the upper side caused by the freestream velocity towards the blade tip corresponding to forward flight advanced ratio. As previously mentioned, since the numerical tests were performed for similar conditions but in hover, this effect of the freestream velocity perturbing the crossflow could not be captured numerically and it is not in the authors' intention to quantitatively validate the experimental and numerical results against each other. However, the same representations patterns with the same vorticity scales were used for numerical results in order to facilitate the comparison.
Detailed numerical results for both square and rounded tip presented here, support previous experimental observations. Similar colored contours of the streamwise vorticity correlated with vector velocity representations are illustrated in Figure 6 starting from 2.5 deg tip vortex age plane to 60 deg vortex age plane. Confirming the experimental observations discussed earlier, the numerical results show that at early vortex ages (see 2.5 deg case) the cross-flow around the rounded blade tip is still attached while for the square tip cap the flow rapidly detaches. This flow attachment to the curved wall can be explained similarly to the Coanda effect, by the balance between the pressure gradient normal to the surface and the centrifugal force generated by the streamline curvature. Advancing downstream, at 5deg vortex age, a high vorticity region can be identified on the upper side of the rounded cap. Unlike the experimental data, the numerical results indicate the highest vorticity region occurs on the suction (upper) side and not on the lateral outboard side. This discrepancy is explained by the freestream flow effect which induces an inboard pressure gradient towards the hub when the blade is located at 180 deg azimuth. This pressure gradient has a favorable effect on the boundary layer reattachment on the blade upper side. For the numerical tests performed in hover, the results indicate that the square geometry of the blade tip is favorable to the detachment of the fluid along the upper edge of the end section since the fluid is strongly decelerated by the 90 deg turns at the corners. Although the flow initially detaches on the lateral side after turning around the lower corner, a detached region characterized highest vorticity is identified on the upper blade surface. At 7.5 deg vortex age, the incipient tip vortices can be recognized for both configurations. For the rounded tip, the vortex appears to be more concentrated and attached to the blade while for the square tip configuration; the vortex is more spread and detached of the blade. Behind the trailing edge, for the square tip, the vortex has an elongated shape, two distinct vorticity local maxima being identifiable in vortex core. By contrast, the tip vortex captured for the rounded tip is concentrated and is characterized by a higher local vorticity maximum. Further downstream, a twisting of the asymmetric (elliptical) tip vortex core is illustrated during the roll-up process. As the core growths, the tip vortex tends to evolve to a more circular shape. Integrated illustrations of the vortex core evolution during the rollup are represented for the square blade tip, respectively rounded blade tip in Figs 6 and 7.
The vorticity comparison between the two cases indicates that the tip vortex has a higher local maximum vorticity value for the rounded tip than for the square tip at least until the vortices reach 30 deg wake age. Further downstream, after 30 deg vortex age, only slight differences can be identified in the tip vortex shape and strength between the two cases. Since the numerical results concerning the vorticity magnitude of the tip vortices at high vortex ages are significantly affected by non-physical numerical dissipation errors, a conclusive statement about the effect of the blade tip geometry in the far wake cannot be made. Further work both in the numerical and the experimental areas seems to be necessary to provide reliable information further downstream in the wake.
Effect of blade tip geometry on the tip vortex circulation
Based on the measured cross-flow velocity field, the circulation around the tip vortex was estimated by integration of the vorticity in the vortex core region. The estimated variations of the tip vortex circulation with vortex age, shown in Figure 8 , indicate that after 10 deg vortex age the tip vortex shed behind the square tip has consistently a higher strength (circulation) than the similar vortex shed behind the rounded blade tip. The experimental results at vortex ages lower than 10 deg are not fully relevant being affected by the limited resolution of the measurements on the blade. The numerical results shown in Figure 9 show the same trend of higher circulation obtained for the square blade. These two consistent observations open a future discussion about the far wake behavior of the tip vortex.
Concluding Remarks
An experimental investigation correlated with a numerical study were developed in this paper in order to determine if consistent differences induced by the modification of blade tip shape can be identified in the near wake. Although the study did not intend a quantitative comparison between experimental data and numerical, there are several experimental observations which were consistently predicted through numerical simulations. First, a significant difference between the formation of the tip vortices shed by a square blade tip and a rounded bladed was highlighted by both numerical and experimental results. This difference explained by the early separation of the flow caused by the square tip is found to be similar with earlier observations for fixed wing [ Ref 1] . Second, the numerical and experimental results suggest that that the vortex core shape is asymmetric in the early ages of formation and roll up. For the square blade tip, the vortex core is more elongated and is characterized by distinct regions of local vorticity maxima, while for the rounded tip the vortex region is more compact. Since an asymmetry of the vortex can be recognized, a twisting of the vortex core was identified during the rollup. As the last conclusion, the experimental and numerical results suggest that the tip vortex shed by a square tip has a higher strength (circulation) than the similar value estimated for the rounded blade tip.
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